Discussion, Lecture, Callude Pike Visit

BY J. C. SIMPSON

With almost twenty minutes of his time spent in discussion or lectures, Bishop Pike was kept very busy during his visit to Caltech last week. He spent most of his time discussing the controversy surrounding thenick which has given him national reputation. Although the evening lectures were sparsely attended by students, there was a good deal of participation in the afternoon discussion groups.

Birth Control

Bishop Pike devoted one discussion group to the subject of family planning, which he feels is vitally concerned in view of the world situation. He also holds that birth control is not only important but essential in any marriage or individual according to his conscience.

Bishop Pike also revealed several personal opinions in a personal interview on the second day of his visit. One of the things he stated that, in his opinion, the San Francisco riots were in no way Communist-inspired, but were largely student demonstrations. The cl ashes were caused, he says, because the students were barred from promised seats in the hearing room. Communists then joined in the riot at the last minute of the riot, but were in no manner the leaders.

"Abortion" Dissolved

In addition, the Bishop feels that the film "Operation Abortion" dissolves the idea of a generally rearranging material to create untrue cause and effect relationships. Bishop Pike himself, though not against the film, feels that the idea is strongly opposed to the moralists it employs.

Another interesting point was that the Bishop, after disproving of the Declaration Clause in the National Defense Loans in the Tuesday afternoon discussion, declined to take a stand when asked what he thought about the same question in the interview. He said that birth control is an "existentialist view" of the problems concerned and that there was only a remote possibility of any law on its account.

Thursday Lecture

Bishop Pike wound up his visit with a lecture Thursday afternoon in A.U.F.S., which was attended by a large number of students and faculty. He pointed out that knowledge was increasing in the world, but this did not mean that more good was being brought into being. He held that this new knowledge brought an equal amount of good and evil. Bishop Pike's service is an important one because of the problem of democracy and communism. These are two of the most important problems of the world today, and both are opposed to each other. He stressed that neither can trust the other, and that the world must strive to build a better understanding between these two ideologies.

Columbia Has Cash For Summer Study

Columbia University, in cooperation with NASA, is offering scholarships to its Summer Institute for Space Physics to Tech undergraduates in mathematics or the physical sciences. According to the Placement Office, the following items should be sent by March 1, 1962: a letter requesting a scholarship, including the applicant's home and school addresses; an outline of college courses taken; grades; three reference letters from the faculty, only one of which may be from a humanities professor.

The material should be addressed to the Summer Institute for Space Physics, Columbia University, New York 27, New York. Present information in the hands of the Placement Office does not rule out freshman applicants.

Eight-Headed Monster Takes Over Paper

In last Wednesday's meeting, the editorial board assumed responsibility for publication of the Caltech Tech effective next issue.

The appointees were Bruce Abell, Pete Ford, Matt Coog, Jim Johnson, Bob Rob, Lance Taylor, Robert Tietz and Steve Lomax. With the exception of Rosenberg, all men are seniors with experience on the Tech staff. Noll and Taylor are former Managing Editors. Rosenberg, a sophomore and current Tech Business Manager, is the only underclassman who has expressed a willingness to assume editorial responsibility for publication.
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AUFs Man Frodin

(Continued from page 1)

moderate views on the pan-Africanism sentiment are well summed up in his recent AUFs article on Nigeria: “The emotional drive to be ‘free’ from the West gets a disproportionate share of publicity in Nigeria today. ‘I go home’ is as simple as the rhythm of a Ghanaian or Nigerian ‘hitfol’ (‘African rock and roll’) number.” The more sophisticated notion that the continued economic growth of Western Europe and the United States will have more to do with the growth and nation-building of Nigeria than any other factor is heard only in a tiny voice.

Alcove Resources

In discussing the economic future of West Africa, Frodin points out that the pending competition between Nigeria and Ghana and other West African nations in such things as cocoa, ground-nuts (goobers), and palm oil might be considered an impendiment to pan-African unity. It is probably a healthy sign of course that some other economic problems facing West Africa, Frodin takes the moderate position that the West African nations should allocate their resources so as to maximize their short run agricultural and light industrial potential while devoting a judicious portion of their basic capital towards higher level industry. He emphasized the social and political overtones of some economic projects as the Volta River Program, pointing out that the future developments may conceivably prove the success or failure of such plans. Frodin’s schedule for the remainder of his stay here at Tech follows:

Today at noon he will attend the Graduate sack lunch in the Y in the red, and drop after a week- in the Southern California area, he will attend a Westridge School Current Events Class at 2:45 p.m., and immediately after-wards appear at a 4 p.m. Hug-

(Continued on page 4)

Concerts, Anyone?

There’s been a lot of talk in this year’s election campaign about bringing folk singers and other entertainers to campus for concerts. There have also been complaints about the fact that the ASCIT has not put on any concerts of any type this year. The idea running through all this is that getting entertainers for such a concert is normally a snap, meet all your requests and you are set. I think it is appropriate to point out some of the difficulties ASCIT Activit-ies Manager Jon Kelly had this year when he attempted to put together an ASCIT Folks Concert.

The basic, if ambitious, plan for the concert was set by the middle of last September. Agents for two folk singers, Pete See-ger and Joan Baez, were contacted. It appeared that the Pasadena Civic Auditorium had only a very few dates free during second term of this year, which was when the concert was sup-posed to be held. For about two months Kelly corresponded with agents, attempting to get a firm date arranged. It took a date-switch with a Berkeley student group to finally get both performers together on the same date in an auditorium.

Then started the money problems. The performers, combined, wanted 110 percent of the gross (even ASCIT can’t put on a concert for a rate of 10 cents an hour). The BOD was planning to spend $3500. Arrangements might have been made, but Pete See-ger went off with a long list of more material and allocation of audio stuff, told Baez’s agent to get lost. He did. Then the BOD decided the resultant one-man concert would put ASCIT in the red, and told Kelly to get lost.

At this point Kelly was informed that Seeger had changed agents. All persons involved went around the merry-go-round (Seeger’s agents, Baez’s agent and Joan Baez, were contacted. See-ger finally got both performers together on the same date in an auditorium.
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Then started the money problems. The performers, combined, wanted 110 percent of the gross (even ASCIT can’t put on a concert for a rate of 10 cents an hour). The BOD was planning to spend $3500. Arrangements might have been made, but Pete Seeger went off with a long list of more material and allocation of audio stuff, told Baez’s agent to get lost. He did. Then the BOD decided the resultant one-man concert would put ASCIT in the red, and told Kelly to get lost.
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**Netmen Have Bad Weekend, Lose To Pomona and LaVerne**

**BY RICK WEINGARTEN**

The Beavers basketball team probably suffered its most devastating weekend of the season as it fell to Pomona 78-55 there Friday, then was overwhelmed by LaVerne here 89-53. The fact that they lost was not as tragic as the way they lost. The Techmen were never in either game and went to their defeats with heads down as well as feet.

In the second half, when Tech had adjusted and was able to bring the ball down for a shot, the Beavers played slow and carelessly threw the ball away time after time trying to catch up. Cold free throw shooting kept them just out of reach, and Noll scored a good bet to clear 12 feet in the high jump, George Radke in the shot and discus, and Armin Mekjian in the javelin. Lamode has already thrown the discus over 148 feet in practice to be high scorer for the team was Noll who potted 20 points.

The last game will be at home next Saturday when the Beavers take on Claremont-Harvey.

**NORTHROP IS COMING**

Representatives from NORAIR-NORTRONICS will visit the campus MARCH 6 to discuss career opportunities in the Los Angeles area. Visit the Engineering Placement Office immediately and sign an appointment sheet.
HARRY’S ★ CAMERA
COURTESY DISCOUNT TO ALL CALTECH STUDENTS AND FACULTY
910 E. California Mon. 1-1388
Free Parking

Drugs Sandwich Confectionery Tobacco
CALIFORNIA RECALL PHARMACY
555 S. Lake SY 2-3156
Breakfast Lunch Dinner

FRENCH RUSSIAN
SPANISH ITALIAN JAPANESE
THE BERLITZ SCHOOL OF LANGUAGES
PASADENA, 170 SOUTH LAKE AVE., SYDmere 5-5888
PRIVATE INSTRUCTION
SMALL CLASSES STARTING NOW
Native Teachers Day or Evening Free Trial Lesson

Tuesday, Feb. 27. Frodin will speak to the H 5 class at 11 a.m. on "Political Growth in Africa." At 7:30 p.m. he will attend Dr. Munger's H 124 seminar in the Monrovia-Dabney.

CIT Scholarship Applications Due
The Admission Office has announced that undergraduates should file their applications for 1962-1963 scholarships in the Ad- mission Office by May 1. Students who have one-year Institute scholarships must apply again if they wish scholarships next year. Holders of four-year Institute scholarships must apply again if they wish scholarships again if they wish scholarships.
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THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES SALUTE JIM BOARDMAN

Two years ago Jim Boardman was studying engineering principles in college. Today his judgment plays a key part in the construction of microwave tower systems, which speed telephone conversations over high, rugged terrain. He is responsible for finding the right locations for essential repeater stations that amplify and relay telephone conversations through a microwave system.

Jim Boardman of Mountain States Telephone & Telegraph Company, and other young engineers like him in Bell Telephone Companies throughout the country, help bring the finest communications service in the world to the homes and businesses of a growing America.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES